New Vehicular Tube to Cost $28,669,000

Legislature Gets Report on the Projected Hudson Tunnel for Cross-Basin Manhattan With Jersey City

Work to Start in Fall

Will Be Second Largest of Kind in World; Opening Planned for Jan. 1, 1932

The report of the New York State Commission on Transit approved by the Legislature will be the largest of this design, the previous giant being 220 Fifth Avenue. The proposed tunnels will be 34,000 feet long. The cost of test borings. The commission is for twin cast-iron tubes with roadway. This will be the largest of this design, the previous giant being 220 Fifth Avenue.

Our Old Schedule

Dr. Merle-Smith Ends Central Church Pastorate

Legislature Will Adjoin in April, Leaders Declare

Despite the Times Devoted to the Socialists' Trial, Laws are Being Enacted Rapidly as Last Year

England Not Menaced by Revolt, Forum Is Told Dr. Glennon Answers Question on No-Dublin War

Successive rings bolted together to form the cast-iron rings a concrete inner shaft, located inside the pier lines, the tunnel will be 34,000 feet long. The construction costs during the coming months will be $120,000, including the cost of test borings. The commission is for twin cast-iron tubes with roadway. This will be the largest of this design, the previous giant being 220 Fifth Avenue.

Venus Pencils

For Economized Pencil Lovers

Dr. Merle-Smith Ends Central Church Pastorate

Theodor, Haydn, Ravel

Last Lectures in New York

Sir Oliver Lodge

TO-DAY, Mat. 3:30, Shubert Theatre

The Continuity of Existence

By Geo. Santayana

The Evidence for Survival

Thursday morning, 11 o'clock, Carnegie Hall

The Continuation of Existence

TO-MORROW, Mat. 3:30, Carnegie Hall

The Continuation of Existence

LEVINNE

SAKAROFF

SHEVCHENKO

VERTCHAMP

Carnegie Hall, Feb. 26, 11:15

A NEW SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

Directors: Jack Eaton

Dr. Anselm Oentz, Conductor

The original Almond Bar and still the Best. Try one today.

Next Friday Afternoon, at 3:00

HENRY MILLERS' "THE GENTLEMAN"

MON. MAR. 1

BEECHER'S "THE MYSTERIOUS漢

BODILIS, ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Sir Harry Lauder

THE ENCHANTING, ROMANTIC STORY;

BRIAN WOOD MORGAN

"MY GOLDEN GIRL"

F. C. D. ST.

TO-MORROW, Mat. 3:30

THE CAPE COD COMEDY

FRIEDL'S "ELECTRICAL GARDEN"

"DIE GLanz DER GEMUSS"""